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These types of hedges are available in tall as well as short varieties. Now we will explain best and
popular hedging plants for garden. The most popular hedge plants for hedging are as follows:

1.	Firstly, the most popular hedge plant is chinese hibiscus. Chinese hibiscus is also known as
Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis. This type of hedge plant is included in the list of best hedging plants. This
type of hedge plant is suitable for frost free gardens and these types of gardens are located in
USDA plant Hardiness Zones. Moreover, this type of hedge plant grows up to 16 feet in height and
would be able to spread almost 7 feet. In this type of hedge plant, different shades of flowers are
available in many colors such as red, pink, white, purple and orange.

2.	Another best and popular hedge plant included in the list of best hedging plants is boxwood.
Person should know that box wood is also known as Buxus microphylla. This type of hedge plant is
an evergreen plant and this type of hedge plant is best for small hedges. Moreover, boxwood as
best hedge plant has tiny and star like flowers. Furthermore, this type of hedge plant grows perfect
in partial shade.

3.	Furthermore, areca palm is also included in the list of best hedging plants. Areca palm is also
known as Dypsis Lutescens. Moreover, this type of hedging plant is also known as golden cane
palm. Areca palm hedging plant grow almost 30 feet tall along with the spread of 7 feet.

4.	Last popular and best hedging plant that is also included in the list of best hedging plants is
golden vicary privet. Basically, golden vicary privet is also known as Ligustrum X Vicaryi. This type
of evergreen shrub grows well as best and border hedge plant. This type of hedging plant has
attractive and beautiful golden yellowish foliage. Golden vicary privet hedge plant grow almost 13
feet high and spread of 11 feet. If person wants to plant this hedging plant then person should keep
in mind that regular pruning is very important for controlling its size as well as shape.

These are best and popular hedging plants. Apart from these hedging plants, other popular plants
for hedging are Leylandii, laurel hedging and golden Leylandii. Among them, Leylandii hedge plant
is getting very popular because it grows quickly and tall. Person can also find numerous varieties of
Leylandii such as golden Leylandii as well as Leylandii 2001.

Finally, we can say that these are popular and best hedging plants. These days, the trend of using
hedging plants for the beauty and protection of garden is very common and every home owner
wants to use best and beautiful hedging plants for his/her garden.
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